Transcriptome profiling of human papillary and reticular fibroblasts from adult interfollicular dermis pinpoints the 'tissue skeleton' gene network as a component of skin chrono-ageing.
Interactions between extracellular matrix (ECM) and fibroblasts are essential for maintaining dermis integrity, and are subject to ageing. The ötissue skeleton' network connects ECM to the nucleus and DNA, impacting nuclear shape and gene expression. In a previous Mech Ageing Dev publication, we have presented a transcriptomic study of papillary (Fp) and reticular (Fr) fibroblasts, with a main focus on Fp ageing. As shown here, ageing affects ötissue skeleton' transcripts, even more clearly in Fr than in Fp. Accordingly, using circular index measurement, we show that nuclear shape is affected by ageing in both cell fractions.